
AN ANALYSIS OF RAP MUSIC

I found a great series of posts entitled â€œHow To Appreciate Rap Musicâ€•: obviously, we don't need much help with
that, but these are really interesting articles.

The samples used in the genre originates from the TR Drum machine. Using samples ripped off records was
the only way to make new songs. After training the SVM, we ran our classifier on a test dataset of songs
successful and unsuccessful that we had kept separate from our training data. Other drum samples that get
layered are Loud crispy snare drum both samples and synths with harsh hand claps are layered to produce a
harsh snare sound Veeger, Where them guns at? McGrath, ; Grant Today due to Technology, digital samplers
both hardware and software have been inverted which have made sampling easier than it was before. The
Alchemy API was flexible enough to allow us to create the following heatmap which visualizes songs that
reference geographic locations as well as crimes. AlchemyAPI was used as a part of entity extraction. This is
when we started hearing the use of metaphors, similes, strong messages delivered in rap music using hardcore
tones of voices. It was introduced by DJ Kool Herc Clive Campbell a born Jamaican Dj who migrated to
America and brought with him his Jamaican culture of huge sound systems where he organised, hosted street
and hall parties and patrons who attended the events Lewis, ; Zuberi  This dataset contained 1, rap songs that
had successfully made it onto the top charts, and the remaining songs from those artists that did not make it
onto the charts. The few instruments used to produce rap music include Drum beats, turntables, synthesisers
and vocals htmb, Trap music originated from southern states of America, it uses low-end sounds that can be
felt such loud kick bass sound and snappy snare drum. The sections on this page will give you insight into
how we built the prediction system, the features used to power our model, and an opportunity to use the
system to classify contemporary rap lyrics that you provide. Synthesisers In rap music, synthesisers have
played a big role to shape the genre where it is now as they have been used to create melodic sounds, bass
lines, percussive sounds and even sound effects. The visualizations were designed using CartoDB , d3 , and
Tableau. But as technology started improving and rap music got commercial producers started making money
off music which they used to purchase new instruments both hardware and software then they started creating
new and clean sounds. We first primed Mallet on a wikipedia dataset, and then applied it to our songs to better
ensure clean output. Both the kick and the bass are positioned in the centre of the mix. Mallet was used for
topic modeling. The alternating clap has been distorted to make it sound dirtier in the song keeping the sound
of Trap music which is associated with dirty sounds. The interactive map below illustrates the concentrations
of geographic references in rap songs for the past 30 years. What the flip are you looking at? Rap, on a map.
Where young adults use trap music to talk about the street life and hardship they live by daily also to express
their anger toward the injustice system of the US government Pepin, While some of these features provided
little improvment for our hit protection, all of the features provided a fascinating look at the content of rap
music. It sounds to be layered with a moody bass synth that is side chained to it because the bass is loud but
when the kick is playing its reduces volume allowing the kick to cut through the mix. Using the Alchemy API
, we were able to extract places that were referenced in each song in our dataset. I'll take some hip hop please.
We used Mallet to determine the themes present in each song in our dataset. Hit Prediction Sadly, all good
things must come to an end. The other clap is the alternating clap which is automated with a panning auto pan
effect that is moving from left to right in the mix. In the visualizations below, you can view the top 20 most
popular themes from to today. The outcome of this run is visible in the chart below. The clap also has reverb
and delay used on it. Instrumentations The track was produced with minimal instruments as most of the old
school Hip-Hop had. This phrase is used much by the young adults as it became used away enjoying life to the
fullness with regret of what happen as they believe in YOLO. The old school hip hop has drum beats that are
heavier and it sounds distorted as they were samples played off drums machine such as E-mu SP and Akai
MPC60 while are other drum samples were ripped from a record.


